Fundamental scientific advances can take decades to translate into improvements in human health. Shortening this interval would increase the rate at which scientific discoveries lead to successful treatment of human disease. One way to accomplish this would be to identify which advances in knowledge are most likely to translate into clinical research. Toward that end, we built a machine learning system that detects whether a paper is likely to be cited by a future clinical trial or guideline. Despite the noisiness of citation dynamics, as little as 2 years of postpublication data yield accurate predictions about a paper's eventual citation by a clinical article (accuracy = 84%, F1 score = 0.56; compared to 19% accuracy by chance). We found that distinct knowledge flow trajectories are linked to papers that either succeed or fail to influence clinical research. Translational progress in biomedicine can therefore be assessed and predicted in real time based on information conveyed by the scientific community's early reaction to a paper.
Introduction
Much of the recent discussion of bench-to-bedside research has appropriately been focused on how best to allocate limited resources in support of the science that gives rise to transformative clinical impact. Making these decisions is complicated by the fact that it can take decades for a fundamental discovery to translate into improvements in human health [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Current initiatives are targeting key barriers, both scientific and operational, that inhibit or delay bench-tobedside translation [12] . To date, however, these efforts have not attempted to address translational barriers by improving our understanding of the mechanism(s) through which new scientific knowledge is transmitted from research outputs into the clinic. Characterizing these pathways of knowledge flow, defined as the movement of information from cited articles to citing articles, might have the additional benefit of identifying otherwise unnoticed discoveries that are good candidates for bench-to-bedside translation.
In the past, tracking knowledge flow from bench to bedside has required manual curation by subject matter experts [1] [2] [3] 13, 14] . Although informative, those types of analyses are time intensive and thus cannot be used to analyze large data sets. This limitation is disappearing due to recent advances in algorithm development and data availability, which now present the opportunity to measure the progress of biomedical research at scale [15] . Early efforts along these lines have relied upon a single variable curated by experts to position large groups of papers along the fundamental/clinical research axis [4, 16] . The extension of this approach to high-throughput, multidimensional analyses has the potential to identify commonalities shared by past discoveries that had clinical impact, which in turn could be leveraged to determine the likelihood that a recent discovery will have future translational success. This information could assist scientists and administrators as they attempt to address obstacles to translation [3] . A priori, any attempt to determine the translational potential of a recent discovery faces 2 key challenges. First, although it is a subject of some debate, individual scientific advances are generally considered to be unpredictable. Vannevar Bush, in Science, the Endless Frontier [5] , said, "Statistically it is certain that important and highly useful discoveries will result from some fraction of the undertakings in basic science; but the results of any one particular investigation cannot be predicted with accuracy." Second, scholarly citations accrue in a noisy fashion, thereby complicating efforts to trace the flow of knowledge. More optimistically, recent work has shown that citation dynamics, and therefore the underlying knowledge flow among scientists, obey fundamental mathematical principles [17] . This raises the question: can modern predictive analytics be used to identify the subset of "particular investigations" that have a high potential for translation?
We report here the development of a method to predict translational progress computationally at the article level. We trained machine learning models on a binary output-whether or not a clinical trial or guideline (hereafter referred to collectively as clinical articles) eventually cited the article of interest, recognizing that most of these translational "shots on goal" do not directly "score" an improvement in human health. Despite the noisiness of citation dynamics, 2 years of postpublication data suffice for the model to predict accurately whether a research paper will eventually be cited by a clinical article. As information continues to accumulate in growing citing networks [18] , predictive power increases until it reaches a plateau approximately 7 years post publication, indicating that knowledge transfer is most active during this initial 7-year period. Prediction confidence correlates with eventual citation by a clinical article, suggesting that this measure serves as an early signature of translation. Furthermore, we have identified a subset of citation patterns, which can be thought of as knowledge flow trajectories, that occur frequently and presage either successful or delayed translation. Taken together, these findings demonstrate that the scientific community's early reaction to a paper provides sufficient information for a machine learning system to predict translational progress in biomedicine.
Results

Temporal dynamics of translational science
Before attempting to predict translation, we first needed to define it. Citations by published clinical articles are the most commonly used measure of translational progress; however, the relationship between early scientific discoveries and the cures to which they eventually lead is complex [14] . One facet of this complexity is that important early steps in translation may appear topically distinct from their clinical descendants, raising the possibility that this method of evaluating the movement of ideas from bench to bedside might undervalue the subset of transformative biomedical research that lacks a direct link to human health. To test this possibility, we used information on the Nobel website (www.nobelprize.org) to identify seminal papers that earned the Prizes in Physiology or Medicine between 1995 and 2018; all but the discovery of circadian rhythm (which was awarded the Prize in 2017; see Discussion) were first reported in publications that have since been cited by at least one and as many as 159 clinical articles (Table 1) . Using citations by clinical articles as evidence of translational progress therefore does not disadvantage transformative discoveries that have laid the foundation for later clinical work; when they impact human health, papers describing those discoveries are recognized and cited directly by clinical researchers.
Citations by clinical articles have the additional advantage of being readily quantifiable [1, 19] . Since each of the approximately 225,000 clinical articles published between 1995 and 2005 cited an average of 25 references (a total of approximately 5.6 million citations), theoretically nearly all approximately 6 million PubMed articles published during that same timeframe could have been cited by a clinical article. Tracking all PubMed research articles in a single year (1995), and following their accumulation of citations by clinical articles over a 20-year period (end of 1995-2014), shows that, in reality, only 25% of papers meet this mark ( Fig 1A; blue line). Whether a publication will receive a clinical citation varies by its article type: reviews are most likely to receive a clinical citation (26.1%), followed by research articles (18.3%) and nonresearch nonreview articles (e.g., front matter, 6.7%). The number of all articles cited by a clinical trial is more accurately captured by removing the roughly one-fifth of papers that received no citations of any kind from the denominator; doing so increases the percentage of articles for which there is evidence of translational success to 30%. The prediction of future clinical citations based on past citation history can only be successful if that history follows detectable patterns. While this is a reasonable hypothesis, to our knowledge it has not previously been tested. To determine whether the 30% of publications that received clinical citations share any common features, we first asked whether the likelihood a paper will be cited by a clinical article can be predicted by the overall number of citations the paper receives, recognizing that this approach has the disadvantage of being slow because citations take time to accumulate. In the aggregate, counting total citations does have at least some predictive power, because publications cited by a clinical article are more highly cited overall than their counterparts (a median of 28 versus 8 total citations, respectively; S1A Fig) . However, for any individual paper, total citations are not a strong predictor of eventual clinical citation. For example, the chance of being cited by a clinical article is roughly 50/50 for papers receiving between 30 citations and 100 citations. More importantly, 14.9% of papers with 8 total citations are cited by a clinical article. The number of citations a paper receives is therefore by itself an insufficiently accurate predictor of future citation by a clinical article.
Analyzing the content of the papers cited only 8 times that nevertheless exhibited translational progress revealed topics predominantly focused on human diseases and therapies (S1B Fig) . This suggested the possibility that measuring 2 parameters, total citations and the degree to which the research is human focused, might be sufficient in predicting future citation by a clinical article. Alternatively, a more sophisticated approach might be required. To begin distinguishing between these ideas, we compared the rates at which clinical citations accrue for 2 distinct sets of papers-those that describe either human-focused or fundamental research ( Fig 1A, orange and grey lines, respectively). We identified human-focused papers as those for which all relevant terms fell within the human branch of the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) ontology (assigned by National Library of Medicine [NLM] indexers [20] , and see below), as described by Weber [4] . For comparison, we defined fundamental papers as those with no relevant terms that fell within the Human branch of the MeSH tree. Note that referring to papers with no Human MeSH terms as "fundamental" is an operational definition used for convenience and should not be interpreted as a judgment about the underlying nature or goals of the science described therein. Whereas human-focused papers display a rapid increase in the percentage cited by at least one clinical article, fundamental papers ramp up more slowly; within 20 years after publication, human-focused studies are twice as likely as fundamental studies to be cited by a clinical article (30.4% versus 14.1%, respectively). Though this confirmed that measuring total citations and human focus represents an improved way to predict Predicting translational progress in biomedical research translational progress, it also suggested that the relationship between these two parameters and clinical citations is not simple and that a more sophisticated approach was needed.
To capture the translational potential of publications across the entire biomedical research landscape, we adapted an algorithm that maps papers on a trilinear graph by using 3 overarching branches of the MeSH ontology: Human, Animal, and Molecular/Cellular (HAMC; "the triangle of biomedicine" [4] ; Fig 1B) . Almost all NIH-funded papers (>96%) are assigned at least one HAMC MeSH term and can be plotted somewhere on the triangle. We modified the algorithm so that the HAMC categories are fractionally counted ( Fig 1C) , which is done for each article by dividing the number of HAMC terms in each category by the total number of terms in all 3 categories. This results in a major improvement relative to binary counts, both in resolution when plotting on the trilinear graph ( Fig 1C) and in the degree of correlation with assessments by human curators (for full details and additional visualizations, see S1 Text and S2 Fig Fig 1G) . Interestingly, papers in the top third of the triangle ( Fig 1G, pink line) plateau at a higher level than those that map at the Human vertex (38.0% versus 30.4%, respectively; Fig  1A) . The "hottest" part of the triangle is the region just below the Human vertex, suggesting that papers with a predominantly but not exclusively human focus are most likely to translate. This trend persists even when excluding publications with only one MeSH term, which by definition populate one of the vertices in the triangle of biomedicine (S3 Fig) . The fact that there are clearly delineated "hot" and "cold" regions across the trilinear graph suggested that we could exploit this pattern in making predictions about the likelihood that any given paper will be cited by a clinical article. Together, these results point to likely markers of translational progress hidden in the complex combination of content and citation dynamics.
Using machine learning to predict bench-to-bedside translation
The data in Fig 1 suggested the existence of generalizable markers associated with the subset of papers that are eventually cited by one or more clinical articles. We wondered whether such markers might appear early enough in the bench-to-bedside translation process to allow accurate prediction of the clinical utility of a paper within the first few years after its publication. Machine learning is well suited to address that type of question. We developed a model that incorporated the data available for each paper: its citation rate, one feature for each of the 6 the categories of MeSH terms representing its content (HAMC, plus 3 modifying MeSH term categories: Chemical/Drug, Disease, and Therapeutic/Diagnostic Approaches), and 15 summary statistics representing the collection of MeSH terms that map to the papers that cite it (Fig 2A) . These 22 features were transformed into vectors for the machine learning system (see Methods for details); we define this multidimensional array of information for each paper in PubMed as its data profile. Vector information for each data profile is supplied to the machine learning system during the training phase alongside an output variable, in this case a binary flag indicating whether or not the paper was cited by a clinical article ( Fig 2B, top row) . After the training phase, data profiles of a test set (i.e., out-of-sample articles that were excluded from the training set) were evaluated by the system to determine how likely those papers were to receive a clinical citation ( Fig 2B, bottom row ).
If the machine learning system could make accurate predictions about citation by a clinical article relatively soon after a paper is published, it would indicate that the early stages of knowledge flow are predictive of translational endpoints. We therefore asked what degree of predictive accuracy was possible if data profiles were strictly limited to information available within 2 years after each paper is published. Because papers 5 to 20 years old have a relatively stable percentage of clinical citations ( Fig 1A) , we selected that timeframe for our training set. Of the different algorithms we tested (Random Forests, Support Vector Machines, logistic regression,
Training a machine learning system to predict future translation. (A) Schematic of inputs into the machine learning system. Papers were assigned the same HAMC scores used for visualization on the trilinear graphs, as well as 3 binary indicators, one each for the presence of modifying MeSH terms in either the Disease, Therapeutic/Diagnostic Approaches, or Chemical/Drug categories. These properties were also scored for papers citing the article of interest, and the citing network was summarized by the max, mean, and standard deviations (SDs), as well as the overall citation rate (cites/year). For this analysis, citation rate is preferable to RCR [18] , because citations per year can be used immediately while a meaningful citation count must accrue before RCR can be calculated. (B) Schema for training the machine learning model and generating predictions. HAMC, Human, Animal, and Molecular/Cellular; max, maximum; MeSH, Medical Subject Headings; RCR, Relative Citation Ratio.
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Predicting translational progress in biomedical research Maxent, LibLinear, and Neural Networks; see Methods), Random Forests [21] achieved the highest level of accuracy (84%), a substantial improvement over chance (19%). The corresponding F1 score (harmonic mean of recall and precision; [22] ) was 0.56 ( Fig 3A and 3B , blue lines). Information limited to what is available within 2 years post publication therefore carries surprisingly strong predictive power about future citations by clinical articles.
We next tested the accuracy of machine learning predictions when papers' data profiles included their entire citing networks, rather than limiting to citations within the first 2 years after publication ( Fig 3A and 3B , grey and blue lines, respectively). This resulted in a slight improvement in accuracy (to 85%; chance = 23%), and the F1 score improved from 0.56 to 0.68. We added further information to our data profiles, such as the historical percentage of clinical citations received by papers in the same journal, the historical percentage of clinical citations to all papers that used the same animal model as the article of interest, and the article's mention of a Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drug. This resulted in an F1 score of 0.70. Given the additional computational complexity of these features and the modest increase in F1 score, we did not include them in subsequent analyses. We also tested predictions of article features alone, regardless of their citing networks. Including only the article HAMC MeSH terms in the model resulted in an F1 score of 0.08; adding Chemical/Drug, Disease, and Therapeutic/Diagnostic Approaches MeSH terms raised the F1 score to 0.36, still far below the full data F1 score of 0.68. Finally, we tested predictions for citing networks excluding clinical citations to control for whether the prediction scores were robust due to detection of clinical trials that were already present in the data set; this resulted in a slight decrease in F1 score (from 0.68 to 0.65) but did not substantially decrease the predictive power of the model. Together, these data indicate that the features of the citing articles contribute critical information to the model's predictive power.
To validate our machine learning approach, we compared the outputted probabilities of eventual citation by a clinical article to postpublication peer reviews. Reviewers in Hutchins and colleagues [18] were asked as part of that study to "rate the likelihood that the results (of a particular paper) could ultimately have a substantial positive impact on human health outcomes." While this is not identical to predicting a clinical citation, if our algorithm were substantially worse at detecting translational activity than expert reviewers, this would be observable in the performance measures of accuracy, precision, and recall. We tested 985 expert reviews against machine learning predictions made with data profiles limited to only that information that was available to the experts as they completed their work in late 2014 ( Fig 3C and 3D ). Both the accuracy and F1 scores of algorithmically predicted clinical citations outperformed predictions based on expert ratings (81% versus 69% and 0.68 versus 0.52, respectively; p < 10 −6 ). These results should be interpreted cautiously; the favorable results for the machine learning system do not necessarily mean that it is generally better at predicting translation than experts. Since the experts and the machine learning system are not answering exactly the same question, experts might identify translational progress not reflected in clinical citations. Nevertheless, by these limited measures, machine learning performs at least as well as expert peer-review ratings and has the advantage of being scalable to the entire PubMed database.
The surprisingly strong performance of the Random Forest model suggested that, for papers published sufficiently long ago, predicted clinical citations should correlate well with actual clinical citations. We tested this for the model in which only 2 years' worth of data were made available in the training set. Correlation between predicted and actual citations was equally strong for papers published in 1995, 2000, and 2005 ( Fig 3E) . Consistent with our earlier results, using all data in place of 2 years' worth of data did not substantially improve the correlation (S4A Fig) . The machine learning model therefore appears to output accurate predictions regardless of the age of the papers.
Although our algorithm accurately predicts clinical citations, the level of uncertainty associated with the scores for individual papers is inconsistent with the precision with which the Predicting translational progress in biomedical research machine reports its results. We therefore binned our computationally calculated predictions into 5 stratified groups (S4B Fig) , referred to as Approximate Potential to Translate (APT) scores: <5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and >95%. Membership in any given bin is in general very stable; the correlation in article-level APT scores from the second year to the third year was 0.89, and exceeded 0.90 when comparing year 2 with later years (range 0.93-0.98). Much of the increase in APT scores resulted from articles moving out of the <5% category ( Fig 3F) , although movement from the other categories into the next higher one was also observed.
Two phenomena could, in principle, account for increasing prediction scores over time. The baseline odds of a paper being cited by a clinical article could have risen over time as the machine learning system detected one or more global shifts in the clinical landscape. Alternatively, the change could have been due to new, salient information entering the citing networks of the papers themselves over time as the flow of knowledge progressed. We could distinguish between these 2 possibilities by selecting articles with APT scores that increased over time, specifically those that had APT scores in the 25% category at year 2 and subsequently increased to a higher APT category (50% to 95%). We could then repeat the analysis of those papers after fixing in place either the citing network or the trained classifier, thereby testing their respective roles. If a fixed citing network produced higher scores with classifiers trained in different years, it would suggest that a shift in the baseline odds of clinical citation was responsible for the increase in APT scores. If instead the increase occurred only when the growing citing network was fed into a fixed classifier, it would suggest that additional knowledge flow-associated with the papers themselves and made possible by the passage of time-resulted in the higher likelihood of translation. Fig 3G (blue line) shows the results for a fixed citing network; the classifiers trained in different years yielded nearly identical APT scores (the ΔAPT score hovers around 0). Conversely, APT scores increased steadily with the fixed classifier trained on growing citing networks ( Fig 3G, orange line) . The plateau at about year 7 agrees with the earlier suggestion that most knowledge transfer has completed by that time (see S1 Text and S4C Fig) . This indicates that information in the citing networks of the papers themselves carries the increasing signatures of translation.
The receipt of clincal citations can be regarded as an early indicator of translation; however, not all clinical trials ultimately make the transition from bench to bedside. We therefore wondered how APT scores might relate to clinical trials that report positive results or those that progress to the next clinical phase. We identified 80,123 papers that were eventually cited by clinical trials meeting one or both of these criteria and analyzed their APT scores for the year before that particular clinical citation occurred, to avoid having our results confounded by our outcome measure. We found a small but statistically significant increase (approximately 5%, p < 10 −6 , logistic regression) in the percentage of clinical trials with either of these properties that cite an article with an APT of 95% compared to those with an APT score of 5% (S5 Fig) . Although this result should be interpreted cautiously due to the small effect size, it suggests that our model is capable of detecting hallmarks of research that is more likely to have clinical impact and that APT scores may continue to convey information about translation even after a clinical citation occurs.
Machine learning insights into the nature of knowledge flow in translational research
One general disadvantage when using machine learning for prediction is that the rules inferred by the system are not immediately obvious. The Random Forests generated here, for example, are composed of a large collection of decision trees, each with tens of thousands of nodes. However, an advantage of Random Forest machine learning models is that they allow the relative importance of various features to be calculated based on their mean decrease in Gini impurity [23] during the training stage. We were therefore able to identify the features within our data profiles that were important for determining APT scores in a random sample of 100,000 papers published over a 20-year timeframe ( Table 2 and S6 Fig) .
We were most interested in discovering whether different features drove the assignment of APT scores to human-focused versus fundamental research papers, especially given the proximity of the former to clinical research (Fig 1) . For fundamental papers, the mean percentage and associated standard deviation of Human MeSH terms that mapped to the citing papers were the most salient features for predicting translation; the latter measures variation within each citing network ( Table 2 ). For human-focused papers, citation rate was the strongest predictor, followed by the degree to which modifying MeSH terms (Chemical/Drug, Disease, and Therapeutic/Diagnostic Approaches) were present in the citing network. For all papers, including the human-focused and fundamental subsets, a paper's citation rate and the presence of Human MeSH terms in its citing network were most important for generating predictions about eventual clinical citation; other properties of the paper itself were less important than the properties of the papers that cited it. The standard deviation of features of the citing network was ranked as highly important for all papers; variation in the percentage of Human MeSH terms was ranked third most important. These importance rankings remained the same even after merging highly correlated features. Taken together, these results suggest the existence of more than one pathway of knowledge flow that moves through distinct scientific domains before reaching the clinic. We used 2 complementary methods in a further attempt to identify knowledge flow trajectories that culminate in successful translation. First, we applied unsupervised clustering to fundamental papers with high and low APT scores; the citing networks of those flagged as likely to translate tend to map closer to the Human vertex of the triangle of biomedicine than the networks of those unlikely to translate (S1 Text and S7 Fig) . This result provides further support for the rank order of important features the machine uses to generate APT scores. Second, we analyzed the set of papers that moved into a higher APT category from one year to the next. We analyzed the 14,789 papers (3.0% of the entire test set) that had an APT score of 25% two years after publication and moved into the 50%, 75%, or >95% categories (mean APT score of 56%) after year 3 (APT" papers). These papers averaged a total of 5 citations in year 2 and 10 in year 3, or an increase in citations per year from 2.5 to 3.3; a representative example is shown in Fig 4A (top row) .
In a proof of concept, the corresponding citing networks could be directly manipulated by adding or changing the types of citations (analogous to introducing genetic mutations and testing for gain-or loss-of-function) and re-run through the classifier to observe their new scores after (Fig 4A, second row) . As a control, we tested whether simply increasing the number but not changing the type of citing papers would account for the change in APT scores. Adding duplicates of papers that were in network within the first 2 years to match the size at year 3 led to only 35% of the articles moving to a higher APT category, resulting in a mean APT score of 34% instead of 56%. Changing the size of the network was therefore insufficient to change the APT score for 65% of the papers we analyzed, suggesting that the changed characteristics of the publications in the citing network were required for the transition to a higher APT score.
We next asked how changes to the characteristics of citing networks as new papers are added would affect the assignment of APT scores by the machine (Fig 4B, blue bars) . We manipulated the citing network by increasing the number of citations to equal that received by each article in year 3 and selecting papers that had specific homogeneous arrays of MeSH terms (Fig 4A, bottom) . Adding Molecular/Cellular papers alone to the network actually decreased the average APT score by 2%, despite the increase in citation rate. Adding papers with solely Animal or Human MeSH terms increased the average APT score by 3% and 10%, respectively, far short of the 31% increase observed for the naturally occurring networks. In contrast, adding Human papers with Disease, Therapeutic/Diagnostic Approaches, and Chemical/Drug terms (hereafter referred to as Human+ citations) increased the average APT score to a level above the naturally occurring networks.
The results in Fig 4B and Table 2 suggested the possibility that Human+ citations play an important, perhaps even predominant, role in signaling future citation by a clinical article. We could test this for APT" papers by determining whether Human+ citations are overrepresented among the naturally occurring citing papers in year 3 ("Originals" in Fig 4B) . This turns out to be true; in year 3, Human+ citations constitute 12.0% of all PubMed papers but 36.1% of the naturally occurring citations to APT" papers. However, consistent with the earlier suggestion that knowledge can reach the clinic through more than one domain, 33.4% of the APT" papers achieved a higher APT score without being cited by a Human+ paper.
Our results demonstrate that the way in which a paper connects to the larger biomedical research landscape, as measured by the content of different types of papers in its citing network, carries important information about its translational potential. We therefore wondered whether the HAMC content of the cited papers themselves changes the relationship between citing networks and translational potential. To test this hypothesis, we repeated our experiment with papers that fall in different locations on the trilinear graph (Fig 1) , in particular those at the Human, Animal, or Molecular/Cellular vertices ( Fig 4B, green , grey, and orange bars, respectively). Interestingly, the effect of the different types of citations does vary based on the content of the starting paper. For example, restricting papers located at the Animal vertex to an all Animal citing network ( Fig 4B, grey bar, " Animal") caused a small negative change in the APT score but had the opposite effect on papers located at the Molecular/Cellular vertex ( Fig 4B, orange bar, "Animal" ). Human citations also had variable impact, being more beneficial to papers with an Animal focus than to papers with a Molecular/Cellular focus ( Fig 4B, grey and orange bars, "Human"). And consistent with the results above, reliance on Human+ citations was not universal; the latter underperformed in the naturally occurring citing networks of papers at the Molecular/Cellular vertex ( Fig 4B, leftmost and rightmost orange bars) . These results again demonstrated the importance of diversity in the citing network and suggest that, in normal bench-to-bedside translation, knowledge percolates through multiple domains of science before reaching clinical researchers.
Discussion
The lengthy interval between basic research discoveries and eventual clinical applications, often measured in decades [24, 25] , presents significant challenges for assessing and guiding the process of bench-to-bedside translation. Few signals of success have been available at early stages of this process, when attention from researchers and/or intervention by funding agencies could have the greatest impact. By integrating information about the number and type of citations a paper receives, we demonstrate here that a machine learning system can reliably predict the successful transfer of knowledge to clinical applications. Additional research is needed to make predictions about which subset of those applications eventually impacts human health directly, most often involving the downstream generation of new drugs, devices, or improvements in clinical practice. Models that identify more granular properties of translation, such as the hallmarks of highly innovative impacts on human health (e.g., first-in-class drugs) are another potential area of future study. As machine learning and feature extraction methodologies continue to improve, it is not unreasonable to imagine that sufficiently robust data profiles can eventually be generated and used to characterize the process of translation from beginning to end and determine-for each scientific discovery-the likelihood that it will eventually lead to one or more improvements in human health.
Although our machine learning system becomes more accurate as citing networks mature and additional information becomes available, the reaction of the scientific community to a paper within the first 2 years after its publication imparts a remarkable degree of predictive power. That said, these predictions are lagging indicators in that it is necessary to wait for a more formal (literature-based) representation of the scientific community's reaction to a paper before the likelihood that it will translate can be estimated. This is also true of our field-and time-normalized measurement of influence, the Relative Citation Ratio (RCR) [18] . Our work suggests that, in the future, it may be possible to make predictions and identify influential research by collecting less formal, closer to real-time representations of the reaction to scientific ideas and accomplishments. The overarching goal of these efforts is to provide tools that serve as an effective supplement to decision-making, both by administrators attempting to identify the most meritorious work to support and by practitioners choosing which ideas to pursue. Importantly, these tools can also look in the other direction of time's arrow to assess past productivity of research inputs and outputs.
Based on a prior proposal [26] , a framework to independently assess Influence, Quality, Reproducibility, Sharing, and Translation (IQRST) has been suggested as a way to measure research productivity [27] . RCR-based measurement of influence, and citation of a paper by one or more clinical articles (or where that has yet to occur, its APT score), could serve as the "I" and "T" in that formula, respectively. Quality is best suited to careful evaluation by experts, a crucial step in research assessment that cannot easily be replaced [28] . Finding ways to measure the other two facets of the IQRST framework, reproducibility and data sharing, is the subject of ongoing research [29] [30] [31] [32] . This multifaceted methodology, which eschews the reliance on any one component in favor of a more holistic approach, represents a more effective means of evaluating or comparing the impact of research portfolios [27] . Our predictions of clinical citation, which represent early signatures of bench-to-bedside translation, have been scaled to encompass the entire PubMed database; we have updated our publicly available, web-based iCite tool by adding a Translation module to the preexisting Influence module that has allowed users to interactively view and download RCR data. Metrics used in research assessment must be made as resistant to gaming as possible. We therefore considered, as we did previously for the RCR metric [18] , how an author might try to game APT scores. Perhaps the most effective strategy would be through self-citation by subsequent papers that the author crafts in a cynical attempt to add Human+ MeSH terms to the Predicting translational progress in biomedical research citing network. There are 3 problems with this gaming strategy: it would need to be repeated at least several times to have a chance of boosting the APT score of the cited article to a higher category; authors are not fully in control of the outcome because final assignment of MeSH terms is made by NLM indexers; and, in the absence of real value to the scientific community, the RCRs of the citing papers would remain very low. The latter consequence is one of the strengths of a multifaceted system for appraising value-gaming becomes dramatically more difficult when the target, rather than being a single variable, is a panel of metrics, each of which measures a different property. Nevertheless, we recognize the possibility that the adoption of APT scores by the scientific community may influence citation patterns and plan to reevaluate performance of the model on an annual basis.
Since APT scores appear to predict one indicator of translation at least as well as expert reviewers and are generated at scale, they may serve as a particularly valuable means of assessing the potential outcomes of fundamental research, which takes longer to be cited by a clinical article. Our results imply that an influential (high-RCR) fundamental paper will remain in the lowest (5%) APT category if its citing network remains focused on Molecular/Cellular topics, since adding those types of papers to citing networks results in a decrease in APT score. In this context it is worth revisiting the 4 seminal circadian rhythm papers cited by the 2017 Nobel Prize organization, none of which were cited by a clinical article in the 33 years following their publication and all of which have an APT score of 0.05 (as of October 1, 2018) . This is an unusual case, because we estimate that the APT scores for seminal publications on research that will eventually win a Nobel prize is 2.5 times higher than that of the average paper with the same HAMC coordinates published in the same year. The papers citing the seminal research on circadian rhythms have few Human MeSH terms, plotting almost exclusively along the base of the triangle of biomedicine (S8 Fig) . This is consistent with reviews of this area of research, which have concluded that more work is needed before our greatly improved fundamental understanding of the molecular mechanisms of circadian rhythms will translate into clinical applications and downstream improvements in human health [33] . The most likely way for such fundamental papers to exhibit an increase in translational potential would be citation by a group of (ideally diverse) clinical researchers. In contrast, broad scientific influence (high RCR) seems to be the largest correlate of translation for human-focused papers, since the information doesn't have to move very far to reach clinical relevance. This, in addition to the results we obtained by manipulating citing networks, suggests that successful translation generally entails the flow of knowledge through different domains before percolating into the clinical arena.
Although this study tracked knowledge flow in translational science by using the HAMC categories and focused on citation by one or more clinical articles as an endpoint, our machine learning framework was designed to be flexible enough to tailor data profiles that enable prediction for a wide variety of biomedical research outputs and outcomes. The MeSH tree currently consists of 16 categories [34] that could be applied to a variety of distinct questions by using alternative combinations of those categories to construct the data profile inputs into our machine learning model. For example, behaviorists or social scientists might value data and visualizations based on the Disease, Behavior, and Population Characteristics branches of the MeSH ontology because those are likely to be most pertinent to their field. In principle, questions about other outcomes, such as the development of intellectual property or public health interventions, could also be predicted by using alternative data profiles.
Our findings capture translation of biomedical knowledge that is represented in the citing networks of research articles, spanning the full extent of the translational science landscape. The "gain-or loss-of-function" experiment described here, which reveals the existence of distinct channels of information flow that lead to different translational outcomes, is a proof of concept that should allow further delineation of those knowledge flow trajectories. The demonstration that scientific progress in biomedicine can be assessed and predicted in real time provides further evidence that, despite the noisiness of citation kinetics, they obey fundamental mathematical principles that lend structure to the associated dynamic networks. Although metrics alone should not replace human evaluation, these early indicators of future translation, which can be acquired during a window of opportunity compatible with shaping research strategies and portfolios, could be a productive means of accelerating progress that improves human health through better informed decision-making by investigators and funders alike.
Technical terms used throughout this article are defined in the glossary below (Box 1).
Methods
Article classification
Articles are classified as Human, Animal, or Molecular/Cellular Biology, or a combination of these three, according to Weber's algorithm for using the MeSH terms [4] , which are assigned to articles by NLM indexers [36] . MeSH terms persist once assigned, although additional terms may be added over time as the MeSH vocabulary expands. Article data were downloaded in XML format from the NLM (2016 baseline from [37]); articles in this data set were old
Glossary of terms and abbreviations
Accuracy: percent of correct predictions in the test set APT: a machine learning-based prediction that represents the odds that a publication will eventually be cited by a clinical article. APT scores are binned into 5 groups: >95%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and <5%.
APT": articles that move from one APT score bin to a higher one in the subsequent year Classifier [21] : a machine learning computational system that is trained, with input data that has been labeled as belonging to particular classes, to predict additional instances of the trained class of among previously unseen instances F1 score [22] : harmonic mean of precision and recall
Harmonic mean: the reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of a set of observations Gini impurity [23] : a measure of the likelihood of an incorrect classification of a given variable in a classification tree if it were randomly labeled Classification tree [35] : a type of classifier that uses decision trees to map the relationship between input observations and the associated class HAMC: MeSH terms that fall into the Human, Animal, or Molecular/Cellular Biology categories MeSH [20] : keywords assigned by NLM curators to describe the content of publications in PubMed, MEDLINE, and other NLM databases RCR [18] : an article-level metric of scientific influence that adjusts a paper's citation rate to account for field and year of publication enough to have been assigned MeSH terms at the time of download. Citation data were acquired from the database underpinning iCite [18, 38] ; except for the data related to the seminal publications that led to Nobel Prizes (Table 1 ; data downloaded October 2018), all results are based on a data set that was extracted in March 2016. MeSH terms were extracted from the XML for each article, and each MeSH term was mapped to its address or addresses on the MeSH tree [20] . Terms with addresses corresponding to the address B01.050.150.900.649.801.400.112.400.400 (Humans) or beginning with M01 (Persons) were classified as Human. Terms with an address beginning with B01 (Eukaryota), except the address corresponding to Humans, were classified as Animal. Terms with an address beginning with A11 (Cells), B02 (Archaea), Bacteria (B03), Viruses (B04), G02.111.570 (Molecular Structure), or G02.149 (Chemical Processes) were classified as Molecular/Cellular Biology. Note that the address for Chemical Processes has moved in the current MeSH tree, but the data set used in this paper is unaffected by this change. Articles could have more than one of these 3 classifications, or none of these.
The 
Trilinear data visualization
To visualize three-dimensional HAMC scores on a two-dimensional plot, these coordinates were converted to X-Y coordinates with the following equations for visualizing trilinear graphs [4] :
The constants in these equations correspond to the x and y coordinates of the equilateral triangle vertices: (0, 1) for Human, ffi ffi To visualize graphs as article density plot, each article was plotted in ImageJ as a point light source at its calculated X-Y coordinates, which could be identical for each paper. Articles with identical coordinates were given a weight of 1 and summed at the overlapping point (e.g., if 10 articles appeared at the Animal axis, that point would have a value of 10). A gaussian blur function was applied in ImageJ, and the image pixel values were pseudocolored according to their resulting density value.
Machine learning framework and validation
To build a vector space for machine learning, the following information about a research article's properties and the properties of the set of articles that had cited it were aggregated.
The Outcomes supplied to the machine learning framework were binary flags (0 or 1) indicating whether the article had been cited by a clinical trial or clinical guideline. For some experiments, the citing network was limited to information that would have been available at a certain time (i.e., 2 years after publication), with outcomes measured in a specified time window that did not overlap with the time window in the citing network used to construct the vector space (years 3-10).
To select a machine learning algorithm, we tested Random Forests [21] , Support Vector Machines [39] , logistic regression [40] , Maxent [41] , LibLinear [42] , and Neural Networks [43, 44] . Random Forests consistently had the best performance, so this algorithm was selected. To validate performance, mean accuracy (i.e., percent correct predictions) and F1 scores are reported using 10 independent train/test sets drawn from 9,001,101 papers published from 1994 to 2009. Random Forests were trained with 100,000 articles and validated against 100,000 out-of-sample articles held out of the training set, with 2-fold downsampling of the more common class (papers not cited by clinical articles) during training.
The Random Forest output takes the form of the percent of decision trees "voting" that an article belongs to the positive class (i.e., cited by a clinical article), so the raw prediction output is not guaranteed to be linearly related to the actual percentages of articles in that class (although there should be a strong relationship between the predicted and actual distributions). To eliminate any nonlinearities in the raw Random Forest output, predictions were binned into 5 contiguous groups centered around the actual distribution of positive cases in each bin: <5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and >95% odds of clinical citation. These 5 bins constitute the APT score. For time series analysis of APT scores and clinical citation, a set of 500,787 papers published in 2000 was analyzed using historical citation data that would have been available at the end of each year (2000 to 2014).
To validate machine learning accuracy, we compared the predictive power of APT scores versus expert review scores on clinical citation. We used postpublication peer reviews conducted by Hutchins and colleagues [18] ; reviewers were asked to "rate the likelihood that the results could ultimately have a substantial positive impact on human health outcomes." In order to align the information available to the reviewers at the time of the reviews with the information available to the machine learning system, we trained classifiers on citation data through the end of 2014, when the reviews were conducted. APT scores were generated for the same papers that were reviewed (985 reviews in total). These 2 sets of scores were used as predictors. Five thresholds were used for each set of scores, the supplied scores from reviewers (1-5) and the 5 APT score bins (<5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and >95%), and receiver operating characteristic curves and precision-recall graphs were generated. Area under the curve (AUC) was measured alongside maximum F1 scores and maximum accuracy for each set of scores.
Properties of clinical trials with downstream indicators of clinical relevance
To analyze whether APT scores convey additional information about translational success, we examined clinical trials with 2 downstream outcomes that are indicators of clinical relevance: positive results and progression to the next phase of trial. For each of these measures, an appropriate 5-year window was chosen, and publications receiving a clinical citation that could be matched with one of these outcomes were included.
For positive results, papers that were cited by a publication from 2010 to 2015 that was (a) flagged as clinical according to the above criteria, (b) could be matched to a registered clinical trial in clinicaltrials.gov that reported results and significance values for the primary outcome, and (c) was a Superiority type trial to ease interpretation of the statistical results. This time window was chosen to maximize the number of trials that had improved reporting of data after the FDA Amendments Act of 2007 expanded the clinical trials registry databank. Outcomes were considered positive if the matched, citing clinical trial reported statistically significant results for the primary outcome measure and negative if it reported nonstatistically significant results.
For progression, papers that were cited by a publication from 1995 to 2000 that was (a) flagged as clinical according to the above criteria and (b) was identified as a Phase I-III trial were included. This time window was chosen to allow time for subsequent trials to be performed and published. Outcomes were considered positive if the citing Phase I-III clinical trial was subsequently cited by a trial one phase higher, and negative otherwise.
For both outcomes, in order to avoid properties of the trial in question from being reflected in the APT score, historical APT scores from the year preceding this clinical citation were used. Logistic regression was performed controlling for the year of the trial, for whether a different clinical article had previously appeared in the citation network (e.g., clinical guidelines, trials that did not report their phase in PubMed, trials that lacked a corresponding clinicaltrials.gov entry, or trials in clinicaltrials.gov that did not report statistical results), and-for the progression outcome-the phase of the citing trial in question.
Citation editing
A subset of the 500,787 articles published in 2000, those that had a 25% APT score in 2002 and a 50% or higher APT score in 2003, were selected for analysis (14, 789 articles met these criteria). To evaluate the effects of the characteristics of the growing citing network on this observed increase in APT scores, citations from 2003 were deleted and replaced with an equal number of artificial citations that had different characteristics: Heatmap of the distance matrix for a random sample of fundamental papers from the 5% APT score and 75% APT score categories, according to the similarity of their article and citing network properties, arranged by hierarchical clustering. Papers from these 2 APT score bins appeared in the hierarchical clustering as discrete groups of consecutive, similar papers (APT score in blue on the x-and y-axes of the similarity matrix). These groups constitute common knowledge flow trajectories that have different measurable outcomes (APT score) with respect to clinical translation. Four groups are bracketed and their properties visualized. (B, C) Two sets of clusters from unsupervised hierarchical clustering are composed of similar articles (panel B, predominantly Animal-focused papers; panel C, predominantly Molecular/Cellular and Animal-focused papers) but very different APT scores. In both cases, the papers in the 75% APT score cluster are cited by papers that are more human-focused than their counterparts in the 5% APT score cluster. 
